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We have some tips for you ---

A new tool being offered by the Internal Revenue Service. In an effort to increase self-service options at the IRS, the
agency offers a new online tool at  that lets taxpayers view their IRS account balance, showing the amountwww.irs.gov
they owe for tax, penalties, and interest. The IRS offers online payment options to pay an amount that's due. The tool uses
a two-step authentication process, and to register, taxpayers must have an e-mail address and a text-enabled mobile phone
(to which a security code can be sent).*

Some tips to help pursue financial wellness: develop a monthly budget, participate in a 401(k) plan, invest according to
your objectives, risk tolerance and other suitability factors, and plan for retirement early. Start the conversation NOW
about your retirement!

According to a recent Insured Retirement Institute report**: Only 24% of baby boomers are confident they will have
enough savings to last throughout retirement, versus 36% who though that in 2012. Only 27% now believe they will have
enough money for healthcare expenses, versus 37% in 2012. Only 39% have tried to determine how much they need to
have saved for retirement. Of those who have, 33% did not include healthcare costs in their calculations. Boomers citing
Social Security benefits as being a major source of their retirement income jumped to 59%, versus 42% five years ago.

We encourage you to call our office to review your accounts. Please call us to set up an appointment so that we can
fine-tune all your accounts. This is something you should ask us to do on a regular basis, so please call us to set up an
appointment. We will do the work before that appointment, so when we call you, it should only take about five or ten
minutes of your time.***

We always appreciate referrals from our satisfied clients, friends, business partners, and family members. We welcome
the opportunity to serve the people you care about. All your information will be kept confidential, and the time we devote
to serving them will not dilute the time needed to serve you. Please visit our website ( ) and ifwww.steven.feiertag.com
you like what you see, pass this on to your contacts. Thank you for your continued business and support.

If you are not receiving our monthly e-Newsletter, please check your spam filter to make sure that both my e-mail address
( ) and Eileen's e-mail address ( ) are being delivered.steven.feiertag@LPL.com eileen.feiertag@LPL.com
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Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC.

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. The information is not intended to be a substitute for specific individualized tax or
legal advice. We suggest that you discuss your specific situation with a qualified tax or legal advisor or tax professional.

* Steven Feiertag and Feiertag Financial Services are not affiliated with the IRS ( ).www.irs.gov

** Boomer Expectations for Retirement 2016: Sixth Annual Update on the Retirement Preparedness of the Boomer
Generation. Insured Retirement Institute, 2016.

*** Rebalancing a portfolio may cause investors to incur tax liabilities and/or transaction costs and does not assure a
profit or protect against a loss.
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LPL Tracking No. 1-572063
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Market Watch | January 2017

 
January 19, 2017

Dear Valued Investor:

Markets are off to a much better start in early 2017 than in 2016. After 10 trading days, the S&P 500 is up 1.3% year to
date, compared to an 8% decline during the same period in 2016. You may recall that a year ago, in early 2016, markets
faced a number of significant challenges. Numerous market indicators were signaling a high probability of recession. The
so-called earnings recession was at its nadir. Oil was plummeting, causing worries about the health of the banking system
and the high-yield bond market. And the market and the Federal Reserve (Fed) had very different expectations for the
path of monetary policy.

Today, many of these and other challenges during 2016 have been resolved. Most widely-followed indicators suggest a
low probability of recession in the U.S. over the next year. Policy risk has ebbed after markets got through the Brexit vote
in June 2016 and the U.S. presidential election in November 2016 mostly unscathed. The earnings recession has ended
and global corporate profits are poised for an upswing. China's economy and markets have stabilized. Oil prices have
rebounded. And markets and the Fed are much better aligned with regard to the path of monetary policy over the next few
years, which has helped alleviate many of the global imbalances that impacted the market in early 2016.

Still, some issues have not been resolved, and new challenges have emerged. While we know who the new president will
be and what the new Congress looks like, it is not yet clear what the impact may be to U.S. trade policy, healthcare
reform, and tax reform. Important elements of these policies need to be ironed out and addressing these issues will go a
long way toward shaping 2017 for markets:

Will the president-elect use the threat of tariffs, or actual tariffs, to get better trade deals with our key trading
partners?
Will the 20 million or so people that receive health insurance through the Affordable Care Act remain insured
after the law is overhauled?
Will tax reform include a border adjustment tax to stimulate exports and curb imports?
Will bank regulation be eased despite the political backlash against the big Wall Street firms during the election?

Despite the continued political and policy uncertainty, the stock market finished 2016 on a high note, with a 3.8% return
for the S&P 500 in the fourth quarter, bringing the 2016 return to an impressive 12%. Markets have gotten a lift from
improving economic expectations, partly due to optimism surrounding potential pro-growth policies under a Trump
presidency, although the U.S. economy had already begun to pick up some steam even prior to the election. Third quarter
gross domestic product (GDP), reported on December 23, 2016, surprised to the upside and accelerated, purchasing
manager surveys have indicated manufacturing was accelerating in late 2016 after a nearly two year slump, and consumer
spending has remained firm, supported by strong consumer sentiment readings. Fundamentally, the U.S. economy and
markets remained on solid footing as 2017 got underway.

All in all, the start of 2017 has been a lot smoother than the start of 2016, but we are mindful that risks remain. A policy
mistake by a government or central bank, issues with the Trump transition, Brexit, China's bad debt problem, and
above-average stock valuations may present challenges to the relatively smooth ride we've seen for financial markets so
far in 2017. No matter what emotions the election results and the inauguration might stir up, I continue to encourage you
to stick to your plan and stay invested.

As always if you have any questions, please contact me.

 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual security. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.
Indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted.

Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal and potential
illiquidity of the investment in a falling market.

Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values and yields will decline as interest
rates rise, and bonds are subject to availability and change in price.

Investing in specialty market and sectors carries additional risks such as economic, political, or regulatory developments
that may affect many or all issuers in that sector.

Commodity-linked investments may be more volatile and less liquid than the underlying instruments or measures, and
their value may be affected by the performance of the overall commodities baskets as well as weather, geopolitical
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events, and regulatory developments.

The S&P 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad
domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.

Securities offered through LPL Financial LLC. Member FINRA/SIPC.

Tracking # 1-573516  (Exp. 1/18)
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Weekly Market Commentary | Week of February 6, 2017

 

HIGHLIGHTS

Longer-term technical indicators on equities continue to look very strong.
Overall market sentiment is reaching potentially worrisome levels, which, coupled with the historically weak
month of February, could usher in volatility and, eventually, a potential buying opportunity.

TAKING STOCK OF TECHNICALS AND SENTIMENT

With the historically weak month of February upon us, we take a closer look at market technicals and sentiment this
week. Although equities are near all-time highs, longer-term technicals continue to look very strong. We will show how
market breadth continues to suggest the path of least resistance for stocks is higher. Broad market sentiment is showing
some signs of excessive optimism, which could act as a near-term contrarian warning sign. These are only near-term
concerns though, as we still aren't seeing the type of over-the-top sentiment seen at major market peaks.

BEWARE THE IDES OF FEBRUARY

February may be the shortest month of the year, but it also tends to be a month of stock market corrections--especially
during a post-election year. Since 1950, the month of February is one of the weakest months of the year for the S&P 500,
gaining just 0.03% on average and rising only 55% of the time. Looking only at post-election years, the S&P 500 loses
1.8% on average in February, making it the weakest month of the year .[Figure 1]

Considering how historically slow equity markets have been so far this year, the odds favor some big swings during the
potentially volatile month of February. The S&P 500 hasn't moved in a 1% daily range for an incredible 35 consecutive
days, breaking the all-time record from 1995. Also, in January 2017, the S&P 500 traded in a range of only 1.8% (based
on closing prices), the smallest range for the month of January ever. If following stock market volatility has taught us
anything over the years, it is that things don't stay too calm or too rocky for long. All of this suggests February 2017
could see some volatility, although this would be perfectly normal at this stage of a market cycle.

Here's one more way to look at post-election years. Many were looking for a post-inauguration sell-off, but we noted at
the time that the play tends to be a rally after inauguration, followed by a short-term peak in early February .[Figure 2]
So far the post-inauguration rally has played out, but will we get the usual February buying opportunity?
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Taking one last look at January, what happened was both rare and potentially very bullish. The S&P 500 was positive
year to date each day of the month and did not close down more than 1% on any individual day. Since 1950, that has
happened only six other times; the results the next 11 months have been very strong, with the S&P 500 rising the rest of
the year all six times with a median return of more than 10%. We do expect more volatility, but the data suggest that
equity weakness should be considered as a potential buying opportunity.

BEHIND THE SCENES BREAKOUT

A significant breakout just took place and hardly anyone noticed. Although new highs in the S&P 500 or "Dow 20,000"
get all the headlines, a more significant breakout took place recently that puts the global bull market on very firm footing.
The NYSE Composite Index (NYA), a stock market index with over 2,000 common stocks, made new highs last month.
What makes this index different than others is its strong international flavor--55 of the 100 largest market capitalization
companies included in the NYA are foreign.

--The Dow Jones Industrial Average is price weighted, meaning a stock with a higher price will have more
influence (even if the stock with the higher price has a smaller market cap); whereas the S&P 500 and NYSE
Composite Index are market-cap weighted indexes.--

While the S&P 500 broke out to new highs in the summer of 2016, it took the NYSE Composite until last month (January
2017) to break above its May 2015 peak . This breakout of such a broadly diversified index is a very bullish[Figure 3]
sign longer term.
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WHAT DOES STRONG BREADTH MEAN FOR EQUITIES?

The NYSE Composite was the last of the big six U.S. equity indices to reach all-time highs and when all six of these
indices trend in the same direction market breadth for U.S. stocks is strong. The big six are the Standard & Poor's 500
Index, Nasdaq Composite, Dow Jones Industrial and Transportation averages, Russell 2000 Index, and the NYSE
Composite. One way to quantify trend direction is to assess where the index price is compared to its longer-term moving
average; if the price is above its longer-term moving average, it is likely in a bullish trend.

--Market breadth is a technique that attempts to determine the direction of the overall market by analyzing the
proportion of securities that are participating in the market move.--

In technical analysis, when an index price is sustained above its 40-week simple moving average, it increases the
likelihood of a long-term bullish trend . Looking at historical weekly data going back 30 years, when the big[Figure 4]
six U.S. equity indices were all above their 40-week moving average, subsequent S&P 500 returns tended to be positive.
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Going back to 1987, this occurred 17 times. Six months later, the returns were positive 15 times (88%) with an average
total return of 6.8% (and a median of 5.3%). After nine months, the returns were positive 15 times with an average total
return of 10.1% (and a median of 9.3%). Looking out over the longer term, over 12 months, the returns were again
positive 15 times, with an average return of 12.5% (and a median of 13.0%). For all cases analyzed, the two periods
where this strategy did not perform well after signaling strong market breadth was just prior to the 1987 U.S. stock
market crash and the 2000 information technology bubble burst; two events in which the U.S. equity trend reversed
quickly.

This historical data also suggest that there is likely to be persistence once this type of moving average crossover takes
place across the big six indices. On average, the duration in between when all six indices were above their 40-week
moving average to when all six indices fell below their 40-week moving average was 68 weeks, or nearly 16 months.

Even though this signal was triggered last April (2016), the persistence of the market breadth suggests that U.S. equities
are likely to continue trending higher in 2017.

INVESTOR SENTIMENT

History has shown that the crowd can be right during trends, but tend to be wrong at extremes. Sentiment can be used as a
contrarian indicator, because if everyone who might become bearish has already sold, only buyers are left. Of course the
reverse also applies.

Sentiment polls, one way to gauge investor sentiment, are flashing potential warnings signs. The latest Investors
Intelligence U.S. Advisors' Sentiment Report showed the number of newsletter writers classified as bulls has soared to
61.8%, the highest level since June 2014. The 60% level has been worrisome in the past and suggests a little too much
optimism over equities here. Furthermore, according to the Conference Board, the number of U.S. consumers expecting
stocks to outperform bonds is at its highest level in 11 years and consumer confidence was recently at a 15-year high. In
addition, a popular survey of global fund managers found the number of investors who have taken out protection against a
potential equity decline is the lowest it has been since June 2014. In other words, confidence is high and worry about any
coming trouble is low--suggesting a contrarian warning is in the air.

Another sign of overconfidence, the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) often referred to as the "fear gauge," traded below 10
last week for the first time in a decade. That is a historically low level, and the odds strongly favor that it doesn't stay this
low for long. According to data from the Investment Company Institute (ICI), domestic equity mutual funds have seen
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inflows four consecutive weeks for the first time in nearly two years. Of course, the $15 billion inflows this year is a drop
in the hat compared to the $457 billion outflows the previous three years; nonetheless, cash moving into equity mutual
funds at new highs could be a contrarian warning.

Looking at what the insiders are doing is another way to look at sentiment. According to Thomson Reuters, the number of
insider sales versus buys in late January spiked to the highest level in over a year. Do they know something, or are they
simply taking profits after the latest rally?

We would rate the current sentiment backdrop as overly optimistic, which could support some type of market correction.
But is this the type of sentiment we've seen at previous peaks? We would answer that with a resounding no. Investors
might say they are bullish now, but all it takes is a modest pullback and fear quickly grips investors. That is healthy and
as long as we continue to see that, it suggests stock market dips are likely to be bought. Investor complacency in a sell-off
would be more worrisome. We'll monitor this situation on any weakness.

CONCLUSION

As we laid out in our  publication, we expected the equity bull market toOutlook 2017: Gauging Market Milestones*
make it to eight years, but the chance of higher volatility at some point later this year remains very high. Although
investors' optimism following the latest rally could be a near-term warning, all it takes is a little market weakness and fear
may quickly return. But given broad technical strength, we would expect any near-term market declines to potentially be
shallow and short lived, and would likely view them as buying opportunities.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.
The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that
strategies promoted will be successful.
Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal, and potential
liquidity of the investment in a falling market.
All investing involves risk including loss of principal.

INDEX DESCRIPTIONS
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of
the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major
industries.
Dow Jones Industrial Average is the most widely used indicator of the overall condition of the stock market, a
price-weighted average of 30 actively traded blue chip stocks, primarily industrials. The 30 stocks are chosen by the
editors of the Wall Street Journal. The Dow is computed using a price-weighted indexing system, rather than the more
common market cap-weighted indexing system.
The NYSE Composite (NYA) is a stock market index covering all common stock listed on the New York Stock Exchange,
including American depositary receipts, real estate investment trusts, tracking stocks, and foreign listings.
The VIX is a measure of the volatility implied in the prices of options contracts for the S&P 500. It is a market-based
estimate of future volatility. When sentiment reaches one extreme or the other, the market typically reverses course. While
this is not necessarily predictive it does measure the current degree of fear present in the stock market.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.
To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment advisor, please
note that LPL Financial is not an affiliate of and makes no representation with respect to such entity.
Not FDIC or NCUA/NCUSIF Insured | No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee | May Lose Value | Not Guaranteed by Any
Government Agency | Not a Bank/Credit Union Deposit
Tracking #1-579380 (Exp. 02/18)

http://lpl-research.com/outlook/Outlook_2017_Spread.pdf


The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All
indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.
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